
Barrington Coast
—

Destination

Building and engaging with my audience
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Agenda
—
• Easy ways to build your audience

• Responding to comments and reviews

• Writing engaging content
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Building a 
social media 
audience
—
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Building a social 
media audience
—
• Have a presence
• Invite
• Follow
• Get social
• Cross post
• Advertise
• Direct CTAs
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Building a social 
media audience
—
Have a presence

Make sure you have a page –
whatever platform it is and that 
details are correct, you have a profile 
pic and cover photo and a couple of 
posts already published.
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Building a social 
media audience
—
Invite
Easiest way to start. Even if you have done this already, 
do it again. You can personalise some invites to close 
friends and family and tell them that they are doing you 
a favour by doing this. Send invites out to all your 
friends – you’ll be surprised who likes/follows.

Don’t only ask to follow/like your page. Get them to like 
and comment some of the posts on the page. Every time 
they like a post on Facebook there’s a 21% chance their 
friends list will also see the post.
Can only directly invite on Facebook. Use email to invite 
to like
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Building a social 
media audience
—
Follow

Heard of follow4follow? Although 
people aren’t directly typing that 
anymore, it still rings true. If you follow 
or like accounts there is a good chance 
they will follow you back, particularly in 
the local business community
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‘Like’ fellow 
businesses
—
- You can ‘like’ fellow businesses 

with your business page
- Only on desktop
- Go through all related 
businesses (same location, 
industry, potential partnerships etc.)
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Building a social 
media audience
—
Get social

Comment, leave reviews, join groups, 
direct message, repost content
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Building a social 
media audience
—
Cross post

If you have a Facebook account and an 
Instagram account than you probably 
have different audiences.
Direct call out on each platform to 
follow you on the other platform can 
drive people across.
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Building a social 
media audience
—
Advertise

Boost page, posts
Target local
Target markets
Drive to page not website or do A/B –
2 ads, one driving to website, one 
driving to social platform
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Building a social 
media audience
—
Direct CTAs

Tell your customers to follow you
You can incentivise it
Email list? Put a link in it to follow
Add it to your website



• Can easily invite Friends
• Invite Post likers 
• Invite Group post likers – as we do 

on Snow Chasers page
• Can boost whole page not just 

individual posts
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Facebook
—

Instagram
—

• Can’t directly invite Instagram users 
although you can invite your 
Facebook friends if your accounts 
are linked

• Users are more likely to follow a 
business account on IG, especially if 
they’re engaging with content

• Great place to repost content –
people feel chuffed when their 
content is shared and will often 
follow you for it
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Responding
—
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The way that the majority of businesses perceive marketing is 
still outdated.

Many companies still spend a large amount of their resources on 
the one-way form of communication. They must be part of the 

conversation happening online – by their customers and 
consumers in general – and dedicate adequate marketing 
resources to account for this shift in consumer behaviour
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Responding
—
• Good business practice
• New expectations from 

customers
• Visible
• Build relationships & 

forge connections
• Humanise your business
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Responding
—
• Comments
• Direct messages (DMs)
• Reviews

• Facebook
• Google
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Responding
—

• Respond to all – even with just an 
emoji (it’s what we do)

• Likely responses will generate 
further discussion and making 
your post reach further

• Encourage comments –
engagements equal reach which 
equals building audience

Comments
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Responding
—
• Tools to help respond – automatic replies
• Don’t treat like an email. Respond ASAP. 

Facebook shows how responsive you are on your 
Page and you want it quick

• You may wish to take conversations off your wall 
to inbox where you can provide more info 
including attachments and links. Users also often 
do this – they don’t want to ask a silly question

• Instagram pretty limited in features.
• Facebook: add customer details, add labels, 

assign to other team members, mark as follow 
up – much like a business email inbox.

Direct messages (DMs)
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Responding
—

• If someone points out something 
negative then address it. It’s your 
chance to have a look at your business, 
goods or service and ask yourself if it is 
up to standard

• If it is something you can fix, then say 
that and tell them how you will

• Respond to positive reviews – let them 
know you appreciate them taking the 
time to put a nice review in – it takes 
more to submit a nice review than a bad 
one.

• Respond to all

Reviews - General
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Responding
—

• Visible on your page – it’s often 
near the top of your Facebook 
page and is in the navigation 
menu

• Reviews placed by users are 
displayed in the newsfeed of their 
friends. Be seen to be responding

Reviews - Facebook
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Café Giardino
—

• Replied to all reviewers – positive 
and negative

• Appropriate tone
• Remembering - This is visible to 

everyone
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Responding
—

• Like Google it Likes you – if it sees 
you using its platform it will index 
you higher

• The first time someone will see your 
business is on Google

• Visible as the first item on a mobile 
device (or the top right hand corner 
on desktop) when you’re searched

• Respond to all (same reasons as 
above) 

Reviews - Google



- Reply to all reviews
- Doesn’t have to be long, just show 

appreciation for kind words, rating 
and feedback
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Gloucester 
Visitor Centre
—
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Remember:

The longer the time between a potential 
customer reaching out and you responding, the 

harder it is for your business to forge a true 
connection. 
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Writing
engaging
content
—
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Writing engaging 
content
—
• Seems silly but engaging content starts with the 

thumb stopping image/video – then people go to 
the written

• You need to figure out your tone and language –
is it formal, is information heavy, is it jovial. How 
do you want to be represented?

• Remember – the first sentence needs to grab 
you – depending on the image you may only have 
one sentence before a user needs to press ‘see 
more’ and less on Instagram. You want them to 
see more!

• Talk to your target audience. Locals or visitors? 
Male or female? Interests. Not sure how, have a 
look at your competitors or similar businesses 
and how they talk to their audience. You’ll soon 
work out who has figured it out.



- Connecting with the audience through the 
language used in the very first line

- Clear, appealing images that would grab 
someone’s attention when scrolling through 
their newsfeed

- Clear ‘Call To Action’ – asking audience to 
call them

- Using hashtags appropriately
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Forster Holiday 
Village
—



- Connecting with their target audience 
through the language used in the very first 
line

- Beautiful image, enticing the audience to 
consider diving now

- Clear ‘Call To Action’ – asking audience to 
call them or visit the website

- Using emojis appropriately
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Dive Forster at 
Fisherman’s 
Wharf
—



- Connecting with their target audience 
through the language used in the very first 
line

- Fun, clear, happy images – easy for 
someone to imagine themselves on the river

- Clear ‘Call To Action’ – asking audience to 
call them or visit the website

- Using emojis appropriately
- Using hashtags appropriately
- Answering customers FAQs within the post
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Barrington 
Outdoor 
Adventure Centre
—
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Writing engaging 
content
—
Steps
• Objective
• Visual content
• Add-ons
• Review
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Writing engaging 
content
—
Step 1
You need to have something to say. 
What is the objective of the post? It 
could be to drive traffic to your 
website, it could be simply to be 
active on your page. Why are you 
posting?
Once you know this, draft your copy.
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Writing engaging 
content
—
Step 2
Find the accompanying content. Remember 
that video works better on Facebook and 
can be as short as 6-10 seconds.

It doesn’t always have to be related to what 
you are writing about. If the content is 
enough to draw their attention to your 
written copy then the job is half done.

DO NOT POST JUST TEXT. You need 
accompanying picture or video.
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Writing engaging 
content
—
Step 3
- What else do you need in the copy?
- URL links
- Hashtags from your strategy you 
developed after last week’s webinar
- Emojis? According to Hubspot, emojis 
increase engagement on Facebook 
posts by 45%
- CTA – what do you want the audience 
to do (to become a paying customer)?
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Writing engaging 
content
—
Step 4
Save as draft on Facebook so you can 
view as a user. This way you can see 
the first line and where the ‘see more’ 
button is. 
Not available on Instagram.
If you post, got to your Page or Profile 
and read through the post again (out 
loud is a good trick to make sure it 
flows). You can always edit after 
posting on both platforms.



• Longer form copy – but mix it up. 
Good to have short sharp mixed with 
longer informative

• Use links on Facebook to drive them 
to your owned platforms – website 
homepage, buy now page
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Facebook
—

Instagram
—

• All about the image/video – it’s a 
picture sharing platform, remember 
that

• Short and to the point is better
• Links need to be on your profile if 

you want to drive them off the 
platform eg Link in profile
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Take aways
—
• Ask people to follow your 

accounts
• Respond to everything, good or 

bad
• Have an objective to your written 

copy
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Questions?
—
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Contact:
marketing@midcoast.nsw.gov.au
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